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Li m ber
By Angela Pelster

Sarabande Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 152 pages. Dimensions: 7.7in. x
5.2in. x 0.6in.What a strange and unexpected treasure chest this is, filled with all manner of quirky
revelations, all about the mundane sublime and the ineffable extraordinary. Most extraordinary of
all, perhaps, through, is the haunting perfection, sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraph, of
the writing itself. Who is this Angela Pelster and where has she been all our lives-Lawrence
WeschlerAngela Pelsters startling essay collection charts the worlds history through its trees:
through roots in the ground, rings across wood, and inevitable decay. These sharp and tender
essays move from her childhood in rural Canada surrounded by skinny poplar trees in her
backyard to a desert in Niger, where the Loneliest Tree in the World once grew. A squirrels
decomposing body below a towering maple prompts a discussion of the science of rot, as well as a
metaphor for the ways in which nature programs us to consume ourselves. Beautiful, deeply
thoughtful, and wholly original, Limber valiantly asks what it means to sustain life on this planet
weve inherited. Angela Pelsters essays have appeared in Granta, the Gettysburg Review, Seneca
Review, the Globe and Mail, Relief Magazine, and...
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Reviews
Complete guideline! Its this kind of good read. It can be writter in easy terms rather than di icult to understand. I am delighted to tell you that here is the
very best book i have got go through during my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- B ill K lein
Unquestionably, this is the finest function by any article writer. I have read and that i am confident that i am going to likely to read yet again once again
later on. Your daily life period will probably be transform when you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Sheldon Aufder ha r
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